
Dobkowice
Dobchowicz (1315), Dobkowicz (1353), Dugwitz (1630), Duckwitz (1845), Gutendorf 
(1938), Dobkowice (1948)

Panorama of the village with a view on Ślęża 

1. One of the oldest buildings in Dobkowice, dating from the 19th century (5 Partyzantów St.)
2. Dobkowice is a small village with a linear settlement type; during World War II the village did not suffer 
much (one house and several barns were damaged); the oldest buildings in Dobkowice are located along 
Partyzantów Street.
3. Village common room and playground 



Dobkowice is a patronymic name from the name Dobek (Dobieslaw), meaning "enjoying fame" or "famous 
for bravery". (dobie - brave, valiant and sław - fame). In a document from 1315 Dobek's widow bequeaths 
Dobkowice to her daughter Dobieslawa.
Dobkowice is a small village with a linear settlement type. Most of the older buildings of the village are 
located along Partyzantów Street.
From the 14th century until 1810, until the secularization*, Dobkowice belonged to St. Catherine's 
Dominican convent in Wroclaw. Since the Middle Ages an inn owned by the monastery had operated in the 
village. 
Dobkowice was not spared from wars and turmoil; in the 15th century during the Hussite wars the estate 
had to be devastated many times because in 1443, ten years after the Hussites took over Niemcza, still a 
1/4 of Dobkowice fields were lying fallow due to lack of workers. During the Thirty Years' War (1618-48) 
both protestant and catholic armies heading for Wroclaw plundered the local population. The situation must 
have been very difficult since the Dominican nuns were granted by Emperor Ferdinand II in 1625 a special 
privilege that forbade military commanders to collect contributions and tributes from monastery properties, 
especially from Dobkowice, Rolantowice and Jaszowice. 
At the beginning of the 18th century the village was inhabited by about 120 people. Over 400 animals 
(mainly sheep and cows) were kept here and the crops were yielding well. At the beginning of the 20th 
century when the Dobkowice estate was owned by Paul Nȁhrich, the owner of the sugar factory in Pustków 
Żurawski, sugar beets started to be grown, and were transported to Pustków by narrow-gauge railroad. 
Just before the World War II there lived 143 people in 41 houses in the village, mostly Protestants; 
Evangelicals attended church in Ręków, Catholics in Wierzbice; village was electrified(!).
At present 127 people live in the village (as of 15.08.2021), there is a village community room, a sports field 
and a playground.

*
secularization - by virtue of an edict of the Prussian king William Frederick III of 1810, about 70 male and 
female monasteries in Silesia were nationalized; monastic libraries, treasuries, and landed estates were 
confiscated; the main reason for the secularization was the necessity for Prussia to pay war contributions to 
France

Dobkowice
Dobkowice or Dąbkowice? - about place names in Kobierzyce Commune 
(zdjęcie z portalu polska.org z dwiema nazwami Damianowic)
The names of individual localities changed many times over the centuries. For example, Domasław appeared 
in documents as: Domezlau, Domaslav, Domazlaw, Domsla, Dumslav, Tumsla, Domasslaw, Domplaw, 
Domsel, Dombslaw, Domslau.
Most of the villages that are currently located in Kobierzyce Commune have medieval origins and thus 
originally had mostly Slavic names. 
In the years 1935-38 the National Socialists set themselves the goal of removing names that had a Slavic 
sound and origin; this concerned both place names and topographic names: rivers, streams, hills, and groves. 



During the so-called “German Baptism of Silesia” most of thirty-three villages in Kobierzyce Commune 
were renamed; for example, the Slavic-sounding Koberwitz (Kobierzyce), associated with a carpets, was 
renamed Rȍsslingen, Wirrwitz (Wierzbice) - Konradserbe, and Duckwitz (Dobkowice) - Gutendorf. The 
names changed by the Nazis were in force until 1945. 
After World War II, the Polish authorities pursued an extensive Polonization policy in the so-called 
Recovered Territories; one of the most important activities was a rapid change of place names. Attempts 
were made to polish German names (e.g. the pre-war Haidȁnichen, or Racławice Wielkie, was initially 
called Hajdaniki), to find Slavic roots in medieval names (Wiedmannsau, or Królikowice, was renamed 
Krolice in 1947), or to give completely new names (Domslau, or Domasław, was originally called 
Łukaszowice).  
The Commission for Establishing Place Names, reactivated in 1945, was responsible for establishing Polish 
names in the Western Territories. Its priority were the places with large populations, so small villages 
sometimes had to wait several years for an official new Polish name. This caused a lot of confusion in the 
naming process. In the first post-war period, Kobierzyce was called Kobierowice and Kobierzowice, and the 
railroad station there was renamed Sobiegrod. 
Only a few villages have kept their original names given by the Commission until today: Surzyce 
became Żurawice, Wielki Zieluń - Solna, Łukaszowice - Domasław, Pusty Wóz - Nowiny, Rorantowice - 
Rolantowice, and Tyńczyk - Tyniec Mały. 
It also happened that local people commonly used slightly different name of their village than the official 
one, for example Dobkowice was called Dąbkowice and Domianowice was called Damianowice. By 
a resolution of the Commune Council in 2000 the name of Domianowice was officially changed to 
Damianowice. 


